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 Food, flats and the Party 
China is a huge, diverse, complex and non-transparent place. It often appears 
to defy economic ‘rules’ and common sense. For example, where else could 
you find a government that raises minimum wages by more than 100% over 
the course of just a decade without triggering massive unemployment? Or a 
population that accepts the layoff of 46 million state-sector workers over six 
years without social turmoil? Or an economy that boasts 10% annual urban-
income growth for a decade, with inflation averaging less than 4%? Or a 
country where almost all job creation comes from privately owned companies, 
while the Communist Party controls all financial institutions? 

For some observers, a story this unique just cannot be true. Chinese statistics 
must all be damned lies. Given the number of economists and other analysts 
crawling across the country these days, checking the prices of everything from 
cabbage to luxury flats, this seems an especially lazy way to dismiss China. 

The reverse is also often the case with statistics about China: data of dubious 
provenance is repeated often enough to gain currency. One example, which 
we discuss in more detail inside, was the claim by an analyst that 65.4 million 
apartments that have been sold remain unoccupied. This number has been 
repeated constantly over the past year, despite the alleged source of the data 
having denied its accuracy, and the fact that this is a sum greater than the 
total number of flats sold in China since 1995. 

Others argue that because the rate of change in China is unprecedented, it 
must be unsustainable. It is true that almost every trend in China is 
unsustainable at the current pace, but that alone does not substantiate the 
view that unsustainable trends must come to an abrupt and cataclysmic end. 
That fixed-asset investment (FAI) cannot continue to increase at a 25% YoY 
pace forever, as it has for the past six years, is a truism. But the more 
complicated questions are, when will the slowdown begin, and will it cool 
gradually or sharply to, say 10% growth, in one fell swoop, knocking the legs 
out from under global commodities demand? 

Our point is not to say, ‘stop questioning what is happening in China and just 
listen to what we tell you.’ Far from it - scepticism and questions are what 
keep Sinology in business. But, as with most analytical endeavours, one of 
the keys is filtering out background noise and focusing limited time and 
resources on the issues that really matter. 

At this moment we believe the three broad topics that China watchers need to 
focus on are food, flats and the Communist Party. 

Food: If inflation, which is mostly driven by food, rises high enough to 
jeopardise social stability, the Party’s policy responses would have broad 
consequences. A sharp slowdown in lending, for example, could lead to slower 
growth in construction of infrastructure and homes, leading to slower FAI growth 
and thus slower GDP expansion, as well as weaker demand for commodities. 

In our view, we are near the peak in food-price inflation, which means we 
are close to the peak in overall CPI for this cycle. We are therefore sticking 
with our forecast of 4.5% average CPI for the year. While this is significantly 
higher than in recent years (roughly 3.5%), it is not dangerously high, given 
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 the rate of GDP and income growth. As a result, we believe monetary policy 
normalisation from the 2009 stimulus is largely complete. Credit and 
liquidity growth will be slower this year than last, but conditions will remain 
mildly accommodative. 

Flats: The residential property market is an important part of the Chinese 
economy. New home sales drive a significant share of consumption (from 
furniture and appliances to autos) and, with China now boasting one of the 
world’s highest homeownership rates, the property market helps shape 
people’s satisfaction with their standard of living and with their government. 
Investment by residential developers accounts for about 15% of total FAI, 
and homebuilding is an important source of employment. 

In this report, we explain why China’s residential property market is far from 
a bubble: prices have been rising in line with income; 89% of buyers are 
owner-occupiers; and leverage is exceptionally low. Fundamental demand for 
new homes remains strong, driven by fast income growth, a desire for more 
space, and urbanisation. The key risk is that the Party, afraid of excessive 
price growth, clamps down too hard. With prices rising at a moderate pace in 
recent months, that risk is lower than it was at the start of the year. 

The Party: While the Chinese economy may be mostly in private hands, the 
world’s largest communist party still controls the major industrial firms and 
the financial sector. Understanding how the Party is likely to use this power is 
key to understanding China’s macro environment. 

Because the Party continues to play such a dominant role in the economy, 
policymaking is the biggest near-term risk. A systemic crash of the 
financial system is extremely unlikely, as the Party is arguably the world’s 
most liquid financial institution, but the high level of control leads - as it 
does in any bureaucracy - to high-frequency interference or intervention. 
And the more likely bureaucrats are to intervene, the higher the risk of 
mistakes: policy decisions that deliver significant, short-term, unexpected 
negative consequences. 
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 Food 
If inflation, which is mostly driven by food, rises high enough to jeopardise 
social stability, the Party’s policy responses would have broad consequences. 

Inflation and the Party 
It is not surprising that China’s Communist Party worries about inflation. CPI 
spiked to almost 20% in 1988 and 1989, creating both economic and political 
problems. As historian Maurice Meisner explains in The Deng Xiaoping Era, 
‘Intellectuals did not challenge the Communist state simply because of low 
pay and high prices, but rapidly deteriorating living standards in the cities 
undoubtedly sharpened their animosity towards the Deng regime and swelled 
the ranks of dissidents.’ 

It is, however, surprising that despite a decade of 10% average annual GDP 
growth, CPI has not been in double-digits in China since 1995. CPI averaged 
3.6% during the five years prior to the 2009 stimulus, when it was -0.7%. Core 
CPI (ex-food and energy) averaged 0.5% during the 2006-to-2010 period. 

Even more surprising has been the pragmatic approach the Party has taken in 
dealing with the current and previous inflation spikes. After remaining below 
2% for most of 2005 and 2006, CPI rose to over 6% at the end of 2007, 
leading some to fear a return to double-digit inflation. The Party responded by 
leaning on companies to temporarily freeze prices for cooking oil, milk and 
instant noodles, and by raising benchmark lending rates six times, from 
6.12% to 7.47%.  

However, it lifted the price controls after three months, and the last interest-
rate hike came in December 2007, when CPI was 6.5% and CPI/food was 
16.7%. CPI did not peak for two more months, hitting 8.7% in February 2008 
(when CPI/food climbed to 23.3%), and did not fall below 6% until August 
2008, but the Party, recognising that inflation expectations had peaked, 
refrained from further rate increases.  

Figure 1 
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Of course, in late 2007 the emerging subprime crisis was also a significant 
factor restraining the Party from further rate hikes. Today, decelerating GDP 
growth in China (9.7% YoY in 1Q11 compared with 11.9% in 1Q10) must also 
be weighing on the leaders’ minds. We expect continued pragmatism as the 
Party attempts to manage China’s current bout of inflation. 
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 Attack of the fresh fruit and veg 
Between May and August of last year, CPI was running a little below the 3.6% 
average of the five pre-stimulus years, before ticking up to 3.6% in 
September, generating little attention. Then CPI spiked to 4.4% in October 
and 5.1% in November, quickly sparking fears of runaway inflation and tight 
monetary policy. 

The key factor causing the CPI spike was a sharp rise in prices for fresh 
vegetables and fruit. Veggie prices accelerated from an 18% growth rate in 
September to 31% YoY in October, before cooling to 21% in November and 
then -6% in December. Fresh-fruit prices rose 13% YoY in September, then 
18% in October, 28% in November and 34% in December. We estimate that 
fruit and veg combined went from contributing 0.8ppts to headline CPI in 
September to 1.2ppts in October and November, before falling back to 
0.4ppts in December. 

China imports very little fruit and veg, so the key price factors are domestic. 
Prices for these labour-intensive goods were rising steadily as the stimulus-
led economic recovery created tighter labour markets and higher wages, as 
farmers had to compete for workers with the construction and 
manufacturing sectors. But widespread bad weather across the mainland, 
which damaged crops and hampered transport, caused the sudden price 
jump. The price growth rate for fresh fruit and vegetables shot up to almost 
double the average rate of the previous three years. As the weather 
improved (and the government cancelled highway tolls for fresh food), 
vegetable prices cooled. With a longer growing cycle, fruit prices will take 
more time to recover. 

The higher fruit-and-veg prices meant that overall food prices, which 
account for about one-third of the CPI basket, also accelerated in 
October and November. CPI/food leapt from 8% in September to 10.1% 
in October and 11.7% in November, before cooling to 9.6% in December. 
In October and November, we estimate that food accounted for 75% of 
the overall CPI increase, and fruit and veg accounted for about one-third 
of the CPI/food rise. 

We do not believe that an increase in food demand contributed significantly to 
higher prices. The World Bank’s China economists, in their latest ‘Quarterly 
Update’, explain why: 

‘It is often argued that increased demand for food and changes in diets in 
emerging and developing economies and resulting pressure on scarce 
resources such as land are key drivers of higher food prices. However, in 
China the changes in diet and resulting pressure on scarce resources were 
much more rapid in 1990-2000, when food-price increases were subdued, 
than in 2000-2009. Per-capita daily calorie intake rose steadily from 1960 
until 2000 but then it reached a ceiling broadly at the level of high income 
Asian neighbours such as Japan and South Korea.’ 

Recent food-price trend 
We have several reasons for being optimistic that while food prices will 
remain high, the food-inflation growth rate will cool in the coming months. 
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 First, there are early signs that global food-price growth is decelerating. After 
rising for eight consecutive months, the UN Food and Agricultural 
Organisation monthly global food price index fell from 237 in February to 231 
in March, and was 232 in April.   

Figure 2 
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More importantly, some food prices in China have begun to decline or 
decelerate. Because they were responsible for much of last year’s CPI spike, it 
is noteworthy that the average wholesale price of 18 kinds of fresh vegetables 
has declined for four consecutive weeks, including by 9.9% WoW in the third 
week of April and 5.7% WoW in the fourth week, 4.2% in the fifth week and 
3.2% in the first week of May. Vegetable prices are down 29% from the 
beginning of February. 

Figure 3 
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Wholesale pork prices are up 41% YoY, but have been decelerating. In the 
past six weeks, prices rose 1.3%, while in the previous six-week period they 
climbed 4.2%. Chicken prices have been flat for four straight weeks. 
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Figure 4 

Wholesale pork price 
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Egg prices have declined for eleven straight weeks, before ticking up 0.3% 
WoW during the first week of May, and are down 6.4% from early February. 

Figure 5 
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Edible oil prices have been flat for the past five weeks, but in this case, the 
change is the result of government pressure on producers not to raise prices. 

Because some food prices have been decelerating, the CPI/food index has 
also cooled. The following chart shows the tremendous degree of seasonality 
in MoM food prices in China. It also illustrates that there were several months 
last year and early this year when the MoM rise in prices was significantly 
higher than the average MoM change for the same period during the 2001-09 
period. But the March 2011 MoM CPI/food index was 99, almost exactly in 
line with the 98.9 average from the 2001-09 period for that month, and the 
April CPI/food index was 99.6, back to trend. 
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Figure 6 

Comparing historical and current MoM CPI-food 
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Finally, the base effect will become an important factor in the second half of 
the year. CPI/food was much lower (average 2.6% YoY) in 1H10 than in 2H10 
(average 4.1% YoY), and from July of last year, CPI/food was never below 
6.8%. Thus, the combination of slower growth or declining prices MoM and a 
higher base will result in lower YoY growth rates in 2H11. 

Food inflation, and thus overall CPI inflation, is close to peaking 
We are at or close to the peak in food-price inflation, which means we are at 
or close to the peak in overall CPI for this cycle. We therefore are sticking 
with our forecast of 4.5% average CPI for the year. While this is significantly 
higher than in recent years (roughly 3.5%), it is not dangerously high given 
the GDP and income growth rates.  

The key risks to this forecast are: 1) a sustained period of US$150 per barrel 
of oil, which would drive up global food prices via higher fertiliser and 
transport costs, as well as stronger bio-fuels demand; 2) a sharp spike in the 
price of pork, China’s primary protein source, although price growth has 
recently been decelerating, and the hog population and piglet prices signal 
that supply will overtake demand by late summer, leading to lower prices; or 
3) a repeat bout of widespread bad weather across China, which would cause 
another temporary spike in food prices. 

A spike in food prices may come in June because of the base effect, but that 
is likely to be the peak for this year. 

Gimme shelter 
Aside from food, the only other part of the CPI basket where prices are rising 
at a significant pace is residence expenses. In 4Q10, food accounted for an 
average 73% of the CPI increase, while residence expenses contributed 
another 17% of the overall rise. In April of this year, food accounted for 64% 
of the 5.3% rise in headline CPI, while residence expenses contributed 
another 22%. 
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Figure 7 

CPI food residence and CPI excl food and residence 
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There are four main components of the residence expenses part of the CPI 
basket. According to information disclosed by the National Bureau of Statistics 
(NBS), last year utilities were 41% of the CPI/residence expenses index, and 
accounted for 51% of the 4.5% rise in this index. This was because in 2009, 
when the economy was growing more slowly, the government did not 
significantly increase charges for residential consumption of power, water and 
gas. But as the economy recovered and CPI remained low, it raised utility 
charges, generating half of the increase in the CPI/residence expenses index. 
Beijing, for example, raised water charges by 8% at the end of 2009. 

This year, if CPI remains elevated, we do not expect the government to raise 
utility charges, which means their contribution to inflation will be significantly 
smaller. But because the NBS changed the weightings for the residential 
expenses index at the start of the year without disclosing the details, we will 
need a few more months of data before we can estimate the specific impact. 

The second-largest component of the CPI/residence expenses index last year was 
building and decoration materials, at 27%, and rising prices for those accounted 
for 20% of the 4.5% increase in this index. The price hikes were driven in part by 
a 44% jump in housing sales in 2009, which created a sharp spike in demand for 
the decoration materials owners used to finish their new flats (which were 
generally handed over as a bare-bones structure). While we expect the housing 
market to be healthy this year, the growth rate of home sales has slowed 
significantly since 2009, helping keep decoration material prices fairly stable.  

The third-largest component of the CPI/residence expenses index last year 
was private housing, with a 21% weighting. This component accounted for 
17% of the 4.5% rise in this index, and included mortgage, property 
maintenance and management fees. This component rose rapidly in 4Q10 and 
1Q11, largely due to higher mortgage costs as the central bank raised 
interest rates and many banks discontinued the interest-rate discounts that 
they had offered during the global financial crisis. We believe that the makeup 
of this component has been adjusted significantly since the start of this year, 
to include, for the first time, some form of indirect reflection of home-sale 
prices. Regrettably, the NBS has not offered details, but we expect this 
component to rise less rapidly this year because we believe the central bank 
has finished raising interest rates. 
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 The fourth component of the CPI/residence expenses is rent, and last year 
this had an 11% weighting and contributed 12% of the rise in this index. 
Rents are likely to continue growing at about the same pace as last year, but 
the low weighting means higher rents will have a minor impact on the overall 
CPI/residence expenses index. 

To sum up, we expect the residence expenses part of CPI to cool off this year, 
because the government will not raise utility charges, because the cost of 
decoration materials should stabilise with slower growth in housing sales, and 
because the central bank is done raising rates. Because of the base effect - 
the residence expenses index rose 3.9% YoY in 1H10 and 5% in 2H10 - this 
cooling should be apparent within a couple of months. 

Outside of food and shelter, very little inflation 
CPI excluding food and residence expenses rose 1.2% in April, 1.1% in March, 
0.9% in February and 1% in January. In 2H10, CPI ex-food and residence rose 
in the range of 0.7% to 1.1%, up significantly from the -0.2% to 0.3% range 
during 2H07, but still moderate in the context of China’s income growth.  

As we have noted, in April, food accounted for 64% of the 5.3% rise in overall 
CPI, while residence expenses contributed another 22%. The non-food, non-
shelter part of the basket - about half its weight - accounted for only 14% of 
the CPI increase, reflecting that this round of inflation in China is not 
primarily a monetary phenomenon. 

Not always a monetary phenomenon 
Monetary policy has played only a contributing role in the current CPI spike. 
As part of Beijing’s stimulus programme, money-supply (M2) growth jumped 
from 19% in January 2009 to 28% in June of that year. But there are two 
reasons why inflation is not, in the short term, ‘always and everywhere a 
monetary phenomenon,’ especially today in China. 

First, because the velocity of money (the speed at which it changes hands to 
buy things) fell sharply at the same time M2 rose, effectively neutralising 
much of the increase in supply. In other words, most of the increase in money 
was not out chasing goods and services, and thus was not driving up prices. 

Figure 8 
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 The key to avoiding monetary policy becoming a significant inflation driver is for 
the M2 growth rate to return to what passes for normal in China, well before the 
velocity of money rebounds. And that has happened, with M2 growth in March 
back at 16.6%, compared with 19.7% in 2010 and 27.7% in 2009.  

Bringing M2 down to about 16% at the start of the year means the People’s 
Bank of China (PBOC) has succeeded in cooling money-supply growth well 
before the velocity of money rebounds, mitigating much of the inflationary 
impact of the 2009 stimulus-liquidity surge. 

Figure 9 
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The second factor is that significant overcapacity limits the ability of Chinese 
manufacturers to pass on higher input costs. When, for example, the 
purchasing price index (PPI) for industrial inputs rose to 15.4% in July 2008 
from 3.6% a year earlier, it had almost no impact on core CPI (ex-food and 
energy). Core CPI rose to 1.1% in July 2008 from 0.8% a year earlier, and by 
December 2008 it had actually fallen to -0.4%. Industrial profit growth, on 
the other hand, plummeted. Profits were down 27% YoY in November 2008, 
compared with a 33% rise a year earlier. 

Figure 10 
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 How nervous is the Party? 
After considering the inflation scenario we have just sketched, the key 
question investors must be asking is: ‘How nervous about inflation is China’s 
Communist Party?’  

On the one hand, GDP is slowing a bit, but on the other hand, CPI rose to 
5.3% in April. To tighten, or not to tighten? In our view, inflation is under 
control and will soon peak, and further tightening is unnecessary. We believe 
the Party leadership shares that view and that interest rates and growth rates 
for credit and liquidity will hold at roughly current levels. 

Inflation expectations have cooled 
One important issue for the Party is inflation expectations. Studies by CLSA 
found that the share of middle-class consumers across the country who 
expected overall prices to rise peaked in October at 93%, and then fell to 
69% in January (the lowest share in 15 months). Although the share rose 
again to 79% in March and April, the peak of consumer concern appears to 
have passed.  

The central bank’s quarterly consumer survey found similar results. The share 
of consumers expecting prices to rise jumped from 46% last September to 
61% in December, before falling back to 47% in March. This pattern is similar 
to the last time China ran into higher inflation. In December 2007, 
expectations peaked at 65% before falling to 49% in March, even though CPI 
did not peak until February and did not fall significantly for several more 
months. Back then, consumers had visibility that inflation would soon cool off, 
and that appears to be the case again today.  

This is important because reduced inflation expectations will leave the Party 
less inclined to use one of its biggest tools for managing those expectations, 
interest rates. 

Will rising food prices lead to social turmoil in China? 
Higher food prices are unlikely to result in social instability, especially if food-
price inflation peaks, as we expect, in the coming months at a level well 
below that reached a few years ago. 

The key factor is that a decade of rapidly rising income has left the Chinese 
far better equipped than many of their emerging-markets counterparts to 
manage higher food prices. 

Inflation-adjusted urban income rose 7.1% in 1Q, (7.8% in 2010), and this is 
likely to be the eleventh consecutive year of 7% or faster growth. Real rural 
incomes rose 14.3%, up from 10.9% last year. This strong income growth 
mitigates the impact of higher food prices. 
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Figure 11 
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Party pragmatism and interest rates 
The Party has been surprisingly pragmatic in dealing with the current and 
previous inflation spikes. Last time, the final interest-rate hike came in 
December 2007, when CPI was 6.5% and CPI/food was 16.7%. CPI did not 
peak for two more months, hitting 8.7% in February 2008 (when CPI/food 
climbed to 23.3%), and did not fall below 6% until August 2008, but the 
Party - recognising that inflation expectations had peaked - refrained from 
further rate increases. 

Figure 12 
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We expect continued pragmatism as the Party attempts to manage China’s 
current bout of inflation. While we are not sure which month the CPI peak will 
come this time - March or June are most likely - we believe the peak is close 
enough that the Party, which is always worried about growth and 
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 employment, will stop raising interest rates now. But, even if we are wrong, 
and there is one more 25bps hike, there would be very little impact on the 
economy or on market sentiment, both because this is not an interest-rate 
sensitive economy and because rates are now more than 100bps below the 
December 2007 level. 

In our view, monetary-policy normalisation from the 2009 stimulus is largely 
completed. Credit and liquidity growth will be slower than last year, but 
conditions will remain mildly accommodative. 

Figure 13 
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But RRR hikes will continue 
Rate hikes may be over, but the Party will continue raising bank required-
reserve ratios (RRR). However, contrary to the way the media describes RRR 
hikes in China, these steps do not result in monetary tightening and are not 
targeted primarily at inflation. RRR hikes are used to sterilise increases in 
foreign-exchange inflows and are thus likely to continue well after CPI peaks 
in the coming months. But those RRR increases will not squeeze lending or 
liquidity in China. 

RRR in a fake banking system 
In a real banking system, regulators use the RRR to manage growth of 
lending and money supply. Banks only influence the supply of money in an 
economy when they lend, and a higher RRR lowers the share of deposits that 
can be lent. 

But China does not have a real banking system. All Chinese banks are 
controlled, via the personnel system - even down to the branch level - by the 
Communist Party, which also sets interest rates. This enables the Party to set 
loan quotas for each bank, governing the level of lending above and beyond 
the RRR limitations. The system works, because any banker who ignores his 
quota would soon be unemployed (we discuss the Party’s role in the financial 
system in more detail later in this report). 
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Figure 14 

Deposits and M2 and loan growth 
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There is clear evidence that the Party has been successful in controlling 
lending in this manner. In December 2008, the outstanding-loan growth rate 
was 18.7% and the RRR was 15%. As the stimulus kicked in and banks were 
ordered to dramatically ramp up lending, loan growth hit 34.4% in June 
2009, while the RRR remained 15%. After the stimulus was withdrawn, loan 
growth cooled to 18.6% in August 2010, while the RRR rose to only 16.5%. 

Across the banking system, as long as deposits continue to rise roughly in 
line with loans, increases in the RRR have a largely neutral impact, as banks 
still have enough free cash (deposits) to lend the amount stipulated by their 
quota. Deposit growth has roughly tracked loan growth, even when real-
deposit rates have been negative. (Household deposits rose 18% YoY in 
1Q11.) RRR increases also appear to have only a short-term sentiment 
impact on China’s interbank lending rates.  

Figure 15 
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Could RRR increases constrain lending? 
If the Party were to raise the RRR to the point where it locked up so much of 
the banking system’s deposits that banks did not have enough cash available 
to lend the full amount assigned under their quota, then RRR hikes could be 
considered ‘tightening.’ 
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 But this raises the question, why would the Party, which sets both the RRR 
and the loan quota, raise RRR to a level that would leave banks unable to 
make the amount of loans the Party itself had deemed necessary to support 
its GDP growth targets? Sounds unlikely, doesn’t it? 

Figure 17 
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So why is the Party raising the RRR? 
In recent years, the Party has used RRR increases as a relatively inexpensive 
option for sterilising foreign-exchange inflows.  

Inexpensive because the interest rate that the central bank has to pay 
commercial banks on their required-reserve deposits is lower than the rate for 
central bank bills, the other main sterilisation tool. 

Figure 18 
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But if the central bank is simply forcing commercial banks to freeze the new 
funds, the RRR hikes are maintaining a stable liquidity level at the banks, 
rather than tightening.  
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 As central bank deputy governor Hu Xiaolian recently explained, ‘Raising RRR 
is mainly for offsetting the newly-increased liquidity from forex inflows, and 
this has not had a big impact on the normal liquidity position of financial 
institutions. The general effect is neutral. Measured from the theoretical and 
practical analysis, there is still considerable room for future RRR adjustment.’ 

Investors will have to decide if continued RRR hikes represent tightening, 
which threatens to slow the economy and corporate profits, or if they should 
shrug off the RRR increases as they did in 2H07, when the RRR rose 300bps 
and the A-share index doubled. 

Currency 
In July 2005, the Chinese government acknowledged that it was time to relax 
the currency peg and begin a gradual appreciation of the renminbi against the 
dollar. The central bank said the move was designed to ‘enable the market to 
fully play its role in resource allocation, as well as to put in place and further 
strengthen the managed floating exchange-rate regime based on market 
supply and demand.’ This policy decision was consistent with other recent 
steps, such as using government control over wholesale and retail energy 
prices to begin moving those prices closer to apparent market prices.  

The central bank also announced that the new ‘managed floating exchange 
rate regime’ would be ‘based on market supply and demand with reference to 
a basket of currencies,’ and that the ‘renminbi will no longer be pegged to the 
US dollar.’ Those changes were never put into place, but the renminbi did 
begin a steady appreciation against the dollar. 

From mid-2005 to mid-2008, the renminbi appreciated 21.2% against the 
dollar and 15.1% on a real effective basis. Beijing suspended the appreciation 
process and re-established a defacto dollar peg in the summer of 2008, as 
China’s exports collapsed and the global financial crisis struck. 

Figure 19 
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At the start of last year, we forecast that ‘Beijing will resume gradual 
appreciation in mid-2010, when a recovery in Chinese exports will enable 
Beijing to make a convincing argument to its own people that it is resuming 
appreciation on its own terms.’ In mid-June, the peg was re-broken, and for 
the full year the renminbi appreciated 3.1% against the dollar, or an 
annualised pace of about 6%. 
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 Since the start of the year, the annualised rate of appreciation has been in the 
5-7% range, and that is the pace we expect through next year. We do not 
believe the higher rate of inflation will lead to a change in exchange-rate 
policy. Certainly, that has not happened yet. Although March recorded the 
highest CPI level in 32 months, the annualised appreciation rate each day 
that month, as well as in April, was within the 3.3-6.3% range. 

In our view, the Party does not consider the exchange rate as a tactical tool 
for managing short-term problems, such as high food prices. Rather, 
gradually moving the currency towards a market-based equilibrium rate is 
considered a long-term structural adjustment. This is why the Party did not 
significantly accelerate the pace of appreciation in 2007 (when both food and 
oil prices were rising rapidly), nor did it devalue when exports collapsed in 
2H08. It is also worth noting that since most of the food inflation is domestic, 
faster appreciation would have little short-term impact on prices. And a 
stronger currency is no guarantee of cheaper import prices, as global markets 
would soon respond by bidding up the price of soybeans and other 
commodities in line with a rising renminbi. 
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 Flats 
The residential property market is an important part of the economy. New 
home sales drive a significant share of consumption and with one of the 
world’s highest homeownership rates, China’s property market helps shape 
people’s satisfaction with their standard of living and with their government. 
Investment by residential developers accounts for about 15% of total FAI, 
and homebuilding is an important source of employment. 

China gets a housing market 
The development of a commercial housing market in China is one of the 
world’s greatest, and least recognised, privatisation success stories. In just 
twenty years, China went from one of the world’s lowest urban 
homeownership rates to one of the highest. 

In the 1980s, over 80% of urban housing was publicly owned, rented to 
workers for a nominal fee (often less than 1% of income) by government 
agencies and state-owned companies. That was much higher than the 28% 
share of state-owned housing in Eastern Europe. Today, over 80% of China’s 
urban housing is privately owned. 

The turning point came in 1998, when the Party ended the practice of 
government work units (danwei) providing public housing for their workers, in 
tandem with the momentous decision to radically shrink the state workforce. 
Over a six-year period, 46 million state-sector workers were laid off, the 
equivalent of sacking the entire combined workforces of France and Italy.  

Many state workers, including some of those who lost their jobs, were allowed 
to buy their government-provided flat at a steep discount to the market value 
(which was, at that point, very low). For many years, we have been 
describing this as the largest one-time transfer of wealth in the history of the 
world, as most of China’s urban-housing stock was handed over to its 
occupants. A new study of this transfer estimates that the value of this wealth 
redistribution was about US$30bn in just eight cities, including US$9bn in 
Shanghai alone. Given that those eight cities accounted for 8% of China’s 
total population at the time, the scale of the transfer was clearly 
unprecedented.1  

In addition to transferring the existing housing stock, the Party ordered its 
surviving agencies and companies to stop providing public housing and 
instead offer cash subsidies to workers. These subsidies, along with the 
value of the formally state-owned housing - which the new private owners 
could soon sell - created the liquidity to fuel China’s brand new 
commercial-housing market. At the same time, the Party also set the 
stage for banks to offer, for the first time, mortgages to individual 
homebuyers and financing to property developers. 

New housing market takes off 
Soon after the Communist Party embraced private housing, the market took 
off. While there was clearly a speculative element to the rapid rise in sales 
volume and prices, the main demand drivers were more mundane. 

                                                       
1 We are grateful to Joyce Yanyun Man, director of the Peking University-Lincoln Institute Center for 
Urban Development and Land Policy in Beijing, for sharing an advance copy of the forthcoming book she 
edited, ‘China’s Housing Reform and Outcomes.’ Some of the data cited in this section is taken from this 
excellent book. 
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 Rapid income growth was key. As the newly partially-privatised economy 
expanded, profit became politically correct and salaries were set by the 
market rather than central planners. Over the past decade, urban income, 
adjusted for inflation, rose by 7% or more every year, while real rural income 
increased by 7% or more during each of the past five years (in contrast, over 
the past decade real income rose at an average annual pace of 1.1% in the 
USA and 1.9% in the UK). This growth in wealth, and the new freedom to 
spend it, led to demand for better housing and the means to pay for it. 

The search for more space was a big housing-demand driver. Many Chinese 
sold their very small, formerly state-owned units to developers who wanted 
the land or to individuals looking for a starter home, and the seller then used 
the cash proceeds to upgrade. Residential space per capita quadrupled in 
urban areas (from 6.7m² to 28.3m²) and almost quadrupled in rural areas 
(from 8.1m² to 31.6m²) between 1978 and 2007. 

Rapid urbanisation has also pushed up housing demand and prices. Today, 
49.7% of China’s population lives in cities, up from 36.2% in 2000, or an 
additional 20.7 million people every year. Many more Chinese will need to 
make this move, as there are still more than 200 million rural households, 
about 674 million people, while the average farm size is less than two acres. 
The urban population is likely to rise by about 15 million per year, an increase 
roughly the size of the Netherlands. Today, China already has more than 150 
cities with a population of one million or more, compared with nine in the USA 
and 35 in Europe.  

Demand for housing has also been partially driven by an absence of other 
investment vehicles for increasingly wealthy Chinese, as well as controls on 
moving money offshore. 

Investment, construction and sales boom 
The factors we have just described led to phenomenal growth in China’s 
residential property sector. Residential investment rose at an average annual 
pace of 26% in the last decade, from Rmb422bn in 2001 to Rmb3.4tn 
(US$521bn) in 2010. 

Figure 20 
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Residential-floor space completed rose at an average annual pace of 12% 
from 246m m² in 2001 to 612m m² in 2010. 
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 New home sales rose at an average annual pace of 20% in square metres, 
from 1.95 million units in 2001 to 8.7 million last year. In the last 10 years, a 
total of 48.4 million new homes were sold in China. 

Figure 21 
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Who are China’s homeowners? 
With the homeownership rate in China now among the highest in the world, it 
is interesting to see who owns those dwellings. Joyce Yanyun Man, Zheng Siqi 
(a professor at Tsinghua University’s Institute of Real Estate Studies) and Ren 
Rongrong (a research fellow at the National Development and Reform 
Commission) have analysed results of the 2007 NBS large-sample urban-
household survey, which covered formal housing in more than 600 cities, 
although not the informal or temporary units often occupied by migrant 
workers and low-income people. 

One of their most interesting conclusions is that almost all income groups 
have benefited from the privatisation of China’s housing market. The overall 
homeownership rate was 82% in 2007 (compared with 68% in the USA), and 
while the rich were more likely to own their own home, even the lowest 10th 
percentile of income groups had a 73% homeownership rate. The middle-
income group was at 84%, while the richest 10% of Chinese had an 87% 
rate, just 5ppts above the average. In contrast, in the USA, the lowest 10th 
percentile of income groups had a 35% homeownership rate in 1997, the 
median group 63% and the richest 10% was at 89%.  

Figure 22 

Owner-occupier homeownership rate by income group in China in 2007 

Income group Owner-occupier home  
ownership rate (%) 

Average floor area (m²)

Lowest 10% 72.9 67.8
2nd 10% 77.6 72.2
3rd 20% 80.5 77.5
4th 20% 83.5 83.6
5th 20% 86.0 89.6
6th 10% 86.2 96.3
Highest 10% 87.4 107.3
National average 82.3 84.5
Source: "China's Housing Reform and Outcomes" edited by Joyce Yanyun Man 
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 According to an NBS survey conducted this year and just released by the 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development, 89% of residents in Chinese 
cities own their own home. While this survey covered only ‘cities’ as opposed 
to all ‘urban areas,’ we expect the ratio would be similar throughout urban 
China. This survey found that of the homeowners, 40% bought on the market 
from commercial developers, 40% own a former government work-unit 
(danwei) flat and 12% own a private home they inherited from family 
members (most likely units that were nationalised in the 1950s and then 
recently returned by the government).  

We note that with 40% of homeowners living in housing stock built by 
government work units - typically small and of poorer quality than 
commercially-built flats - this population will continue to drive new home 
upgrades. At some point in the coming few years, however, China’s housing 
market will mature, with the share of families living in commercially-built 
homes high enough that the growth rate of new home sales will slow, and 
second-hand sales will dominate the market. This shift should be gradual and 
our own study of sales found that 41% of new homebuyers in April were 
upgrading from one flat to another. 

Why it’s not a bubble: Prices rising in line with income 
From an American or European perspective, 10% annual growth in residential 
property prices in China may appear to be the hallmark of a bubble. But this 
assessment would fail to put this data point into the context of similarly rapid 
income growth, a rise in wealth that may be difficult for residents of a 
developed country to comprehend.  

With average annual-nominal-income growth of almost 13% over the past 
five years, 10% annual appreciation in house prices is far less worrying. 
Although the 25% rise in prices in 2009 - the consequence of 2% decline in 
the previous year, caused by a government policy blunder - was more than 
excessive, the rate of price growth cooled back to 6% last year and is likely to 
remain in single-digits this year. 

Figure 23 
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 Why it’s not a bubble: Most buyers are owner-occupiers 
China’s home market is driven by owner-occupiers, not speculators. Our own 
survey of sales managers at new residential projects across the country found 
that in April, only 10% of buyers were investors, down from 22% in 1Q10. 
The government measures designed to curb speculative buying have clearly 
had an impact. 

In April, 90% of new homebuyers were owner-occupiers, up from 79% in 
1Q10. Half of all buyers were purchasing their first commercially-built home, 
while a further 40% were upgrading from another home they owned. 

Figure 24 

Home sales by type of buyer  
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Why it’s not a bubble: Low leverage 
In our view, an important precondition for a bubble, in any asset, is a high 
level of leverage. Prices can rise and fall, but in the absence of high leverage, 
the broader impact of those changes is limited. And, in China, there is 
extremely low leverage among homebuyers, both because many pay all cash, 
and for those using mortgages, the loan-to-value ratio is low. 

Our own survey reveals that in February, one-third of Chinese homebuyers 
paid all cash, up from 24% in 2007. 

Figure 25 
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 Twenty-three percent of first-time homebuyers, 36% of upgraders and 53% 
of investors paid all cash. 

Figure 26 
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And for those buyers who are using mortgages, they have a very high level of 
skin in the game. Our survey found the average cash downpayment was 44% 
of the sales price in January, up from 37% in 2007. 

Figure 27 

Average cash down-payment ratio 
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For first-time buyers who used a mortgage, the average cash 
downpayment was equal to 35% of the sales price. Upgraders on average 
put down 51% cash.  

Of the 11% of buyers who were investors, 53% paid all cash. The 47% of 
investors who used a mortgage (5% of all homebuyers) put down an average 
of 54% cash. 
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Figure 28 

Average cash down-payment ratio 
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We also asked buyers about the source of their cash for their 
downpayments. They told us that 79% of the funds came from their own 
savings, while 18% was borrowed from family and friends, and 3% came 
from company funds. 

An equity buffer 
These high levels of cash create a low loan-to-value (LTV) ratio. A low LTV 
means the owner’s equity stake in his home is high, providing an equity 
buffer that absorbs the initial losses from a fall in house prices. For 
example, a low LTV meant that when Hong Kong property prices fell by 
close to 50% during the Asian Financial Crisis, mortgage delinquencies 
peaked at only 1.4%. 

We also note that Chinese banks have not been permitted to offer subprime 
mortgages, option adjusted-rate mortgages and other loans that allow 
borrowers to defer interest or principal payments. Home-equity loans are 
rare, so Chinese cannot use their house as an ATM. And because Chinese 
banks still follow the traditional model of holding loans until they are repaid, 
and there is almost no securitisation. 

While low LTVs insulate the market from falling prices, a collapse in prices 
would certainly have an impact. If a first-time buyer puts down 35% cash, he 
has an LTV of 65%. If house prices were to fall by 10%, the LTV would rise to 
72%. A 20% fall in prices would take the LTV to 81%. A 33% fall in prices -
what the US market experienced between July 2006 and April 2009 - would 
take the LTV to 97%, still above water. 

There is, of course, a limit to this insulation: a 50% price decline would push 
the LTV to 130%. 

Rising interest rates will also have a moderate impact on homeowners. Last 
year, we wrote about our visit to Fuzhou, a tier-two city of three million 
people, where a mid-end flat of 120m² was selling for Rmb10,000/m². With a 
40% cash downpayment and an interest rate of 5.05% (a 15% discount of 
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 the benchmark interest rate at that time), the monthly mortgage payment 
was Rmb4,772 (US$699 at the time), or about 30% of a family’s monthly 
income for the average upper-middle class buyer. Today, with the interest rate 
6.8% (and no discount from the benchmark rate), the monthly mortgage 
payment is Rmb5,496 (US$ 842), or 31% of monthly income (factoring in a 
10% nominal rise in income). If, in the unlikely event that rates are 100bps 
higher a year from now, and, as we expect, income continues to rise by 10%, 
the monthly mortgage payment would rise to Rmb5,933, but would still be 
only 31% of monthly income.  

If we move to Wuhan, a tier-two city of five million in central China, we find 
similar results. The average price is Rmb5,500/m², so a middle-class family 
who bought a 120m² flat in the spring of 2010 with a 40% cash 
downpayment (and a 15% interest rate discount) would have been making 
monthly payments of Rmb2,624 (US$ 402), or about 30% of the family’s 
monthly income. Today, with the interest rate up to 6.8%, the monthly 
payment is Rmb3,023 (US$464), or (assuming a 10% nominal rise in income), 
31% of monthly income. And in the unlikely event of another 100bps rise in 
rates over the coming year, assuming another 10% annual rise in income, the 
monthly payments would remain 31% of income.  

Why it’s not a bubble: Low consumer debt 
China’s housing boom has not been accompanied by a sharp rise in consumer 
debt. The ratio of household debt to disposable income rose from 26% in 
2005 to 45% in 2010, well below the 55% level in the USA in 1960, and far 
behind the US all-time high of 130% in 2007.  

The ratio of consumer lending to GDP in China rose to 19% in 2010, in 
contrast to 90% in the USA and 78% in the UK.  

Figure 29 
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The use of mortgages by homebuyers has been increasing as they have 
become more readily available in central and western China, but 
mortgages remain a very small part of China’s financial system. The ratio 
of mortgage loans to GDP was only 16% in 2010, compared with the US 
peak of 79% in 2007. 
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Figure 30 
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Misconceptions: Shanghai is China 
One common misunderstanding is the view that China is Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou and Shenzhen, the well-known four tier-one cities. But this would 
be akin to assuming that the property markets in New York City and San 
Francisco are representative of the entire US market. 

Those four tier-one cities account for only 10% of China’s urban population, 
and only 5% of total residential property sales (by floor space), down from 
8% in 2009. There are more than 150 other Chinese cities with a population 
of at least one million and these account for the vast majority of the nation’s 
property sales. Last year, for example, new residential sales in Zhengzhou 
were greater than in Beijing. Sales in Chengdu were greater than sales, by 
volume, in Shanghai. And in all of the tier-two cities, which account for 31% 
of national sales, average prices were 59% below average prices in tier-one 
cities in 1Q11. Prices in tier-three cities, which account for 64% of total sales, 
were 72% below tier-one prices.  

Misconceptions: China’s housing is unaffordable 
Based on average income for Beijing, no one in the city could afford to buy a 
new home. While true, that data point is as helpful as stating that based on 
average income for London, no one in London can afford to buy a house. 
Neither the housing market in Beijing nor London is targeted at average 
income groups. This creates social and political problems in both locations, 
but is not, on its own, evidence of a housing bubble. 

In China, the market for commercially-built urban homes, which has been in 
existence for just over a decade, is focused primarily on the middle-class and 
wealthy, who are a small share of the nation’s population but number in the 
hundreds of millions of individuals. Some of the data we have cited earlier in 
this report, notably that 23% of first-time homebuyers pay all cash, reflects 
that for the target population, housing is affordable. 

We also note that with real urban income having risen by 7% or more in each 
of the past ten years, as well as in 1Q11, middle-class families can afford 
higher borrowing costs. If, as we expect, housing prices rise more slowly in 
the coming months, many are likely to view this as a buying opportunity. 
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 Rising real income helps make mortgages more affordable, reducing the share of 
income needed to make monthly loan payments. And rising income (as well as 
high savings rates and low household debt) is one of the reasons why banks tell 
us a significant share of 10-year mortgages are paid off within five years. 

A 2007 national survey by a Chinese economist, Wang Xiaolu, also found that 
official income statistics significantly understate actual income for all but the 
poorest 10% of families. For the wealthiest 10%, presumably the group with 
the largest share of property investments, real income was more than two 
times higher than the official statistics. And this survey looked only at cash 
income, not investment income. 

The fact that the average residents of Chinese cities, like the average 
residents of most major cities around the world, cannot afford to buy a 
downtown home does represent a significant social problem, which is why the 
Party has embarked on a major programme to build more low-income 
housing, which we will discuss later in this report.  

Vacant flats 
Some investors have expressed concern over reports that a huge share of 
homes in China are not used by their owners, either as a primary residence or 
for rental income. These sold but vacant flats, some argue, are the sign of a 
looming property crash. We will address four issues in this section: 1) who in 
China owns multiple flats; 2) how many flats are vacant; 3) why flats are left 
unoccupied; and 4) whether it matters if some flats are vacant or used. 

Who owns multiple flats 
We begin by looking at the Chinese who own more than one home. According 
to our study conducted late last year, 11% of urban Chinese families own two 
homes. This matches the 11.5% finding of a 2005 national survey conducted 
by the Renmin University Department of Sociology and the Survey Research 
Center at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.  

According to the Renmin/HKUST study, the 11.5% of Chinese households who 
own a second home is higher than in Britain (3%); comparable to France 
(11%); but much lower than Sweden (25%), Norway (17%) and Spain (17%) 
in 1970. A CLSA study in the USA last year found that 7% of American 
households owned a second home. Our studies also found that 3% of 
households in both China and the USA owned three or more homes. 

There are multiple reasons for Chinese to own a second home. In many 
cases, their first home is a former government-owned unit they bought at a 
steep discount a decade ago, and the second is a much nicer, larger, 
commercially-built flat. They choose to live in the new flat but hold on to the 
old danwei apartment, which has no mortgage, with the intention of selling it 
in the future. With almost no carrying costs for these flats, some owners do 
not bother to rent them out, so they might be counted as vacant. 

Professors and government employees are often given the option to buy a 
steeply-discounted apartment at their workplace, and then choose to buy a 
second apartment on the market, closer to the city centre, for occasional use. 

Some people buy a second flat for their parents to live in. We have met 
entrepreneurs in suburban areas who bought a second home in a nearby city 
centre for use on weekends. And middle-class migrants, who own a flat in 
their hometown, find that buying a second flat in their new city is the only 
way to gain formal access to schools and other social services.  
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 The tremendous wealth creation that has come with a decade of rapid income 
growth has, of course, also led some Chinese to buy a second residential 
property as an investment. 

How many flats are owned but unoccupied? 
This brings us back to the question of how many of these second flats are 
unoccupied. The answer is, no one really knows. There is no hard data. 

We have spoken to the power companies, who say they do not collect data on 
vacant units. We have also spoken to residential developers and property 
management companies, who say they do not want to intrude on the privacy 
of their buyers to ask how flats are being used. 

That has not, however, stopped some people from making rather absurd claims 
of hard data. One Beijing-based commentator, for example, claimed last year 
that power-meter readings showed there are 65.4 million vacant flats across 
China. This is absurd both because the national power transmission company 
cited by the commentator as his source denied the existence of such data, and 
because 65.4 million is a sum greater than the total number of flats sold since 
the establishment of China’s commercial housing market.  

Trying to estimate the number of owned but unoccupied homes is extremely 
difficult because of a paucity of data, but because there is such strong 
interest we have given it a shot. To start, we have used data on urban 
population and family size, as well as the size (in square metres) of 
residential living space, to estimate that there are about 150 million urban 
homes. Then, using the two survey results described earlier, which found 
11% of households own a second home and 3% own three or more, we 
estimate that there are about 19 million investment units. This is the number 
of potentially empty flats, as we assume all people with only one home will be 
using it as their primary residence. 

In another survey CLSA conducted last year, of middle-class families who own 
a second home, 10% reported that their second home was vacant, either 
intentionally (8%) or because they could not find a tenant (2%). This would 
infer that there are two million owned but unoccupied homes in China, or 
about 1% of the total urban housing stock. Another 10% of families reported 
that their second home was vacant at the time of our survey, but they 
planned to use it in the near future. If we include these respondents, then we 
could infer that there are four million owned but unoccupied homes, or about 
2% of the total urban housing stock. 

There are significant weaknesses in this methodology, and we acknowledge 
being less than fully satisfied with these estimates. 

We will also pass on comments we received from a leading developer, in 
response to our question about owned but unoccupied flats at their projects. 

‘My sense is that it’s going to vary a lot by project. Our upper-mid end 
project in Shanghai is primarily end-users and probably has a vacancy 
rate of 1% for mature blocks. Our Shanghai luxury project traditionally 
had more flats empty, perhaps 5%, but this is dropping quickly this year 
owing to the property tax and will probably end up at around 1%. I think 
for our luxury projects outside Shanghai the vacancy rate is going to be a 
little higher, 5-10%, owing to immature rental markets and lack of 
property tax (except for Chongqing).’ 
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 Why flats are left unoccupied 
While it may seem surprising that 8% of those who own a second apartment 
report they are deliberately keeping them unoccupied, there are several 
factors behind such decisions: 

 When owners take possession of a new flat in China, they usually receive 
an unfinished concrete shell. Finishing the walls and floors, and installing 
bathroom and kitchen fittings, is time-consuming and adds to the cost. 
Buyers who plan to sell the flat after a few years often prefer to hold an 
unfinished property. 

 Rental yields are low. When deciding to buy an apartment, investors know 
that the potential rental yield is likely to be about 3-4%, so some never plan 
to rent. Residential real-estate investments in China are made exclusively on 
expectations of capital appreciation, not rental income (mortgage bankers tell 
us they do not consider potential rental income when evaluating a borrower’s 
ability to pay back a loan on an investment property). 

 Carrying costs are low. Our study found that 53% of investor buyers paid 
all cash, and those using a mortgage put down an average of 54% cash. 
Only two cities, Shanghai and Chongqing, have begun experimenting with 
an annual property tax. 

 There are few investment alternatives in China. Property and A-shares are 
the only significant asset classes, and bank deposits are currently yielding 
a negative real return. 

 Rapid urbanisation. A large share of new residential developments is 
being built in new suburban areas. People will usually buy these flats at 
pre-sale, often a year or more before completion.  

 Completion of transport infrastructure, shops, schools and other services 
lag behind apartment construction, so many owners delay moving into 
their new home for a considerable period of time after buying it.  

Does it matter if flat are unoccupied? 
In our view, in the current circumstances in China, it really does not matter if 
there are several million sold but vacant apartments. 

Given that rents have been rising in Shanghai and Beijing, it appears that 
most vacant units are not empty because of a weak market. Rather, some 
owners are choosing to keep their flats off the rental market because they are 
so wealthy that the potential rental income is not high enough to compensate 
for the hassle of having a tenant. 

As more than half of all second homes are bought with cash, it is likely that 
almost all of the vacant flats were all-cash transactions and thus have low 
carrying costs, making it easier to forego the rental income. No one in China 
invests in residential property for the rental yield, and ASPs have risen at an 
average annual pace of 10% over the past five years. 

For owners who paid all cash for a flat they choose to keep vacant, this is an 
investment akin to buying gold. For wealthy investors who paid all cash, the 
decision to rent out the flat or keep it vacant will have no bearing on the 
value of the asset five years later. In other words, whether or not the flat was 
rented for five years, it will still be valued in line with market prices. If house 
prices fall 30% in five years, the owner who paid all cash and did not rent it 
out will be no worse off than his neighbour who rented out a flat to cover the 
mortgage payments. 
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 Flats kept vacant are usually inside large, mid- or high-end apartment complexes 
that are well taken care of and are not likely to be subject to vandalism. 

Social housing 
In 1998, when the Party decided to privatise the housing market, it also 
launched a plan to ensure that the needs of low- and middle-income families 
would be met. Public rental units and other low-cost housing were to be 
provided to as much as 70% of urban residents. But the Party never made 
this a priority, so local officials ignored the directive. By 2007, affordable 
housing subsidised by the government accounted for only 4% of total 
housing, and state-owned public rental units another 7%. 

Eventually, the Party acknowledged that it had created a social and political 
problem, as a large share of the urban population was struggling to improve 
its living conditions. A new emphasis was put on low-income housing, and 
according to the Ministry of Construction, investment in social rental housing 
was Rmb7.7bn in 2007, more than the total in the previous eight years.  

Last year, the Party leadership, responding to widespread criticism of the 
housing market’s inequities, signalled that construction of social housing is 
now a top priority. And a few months ago, Premier Wen Jiabao announced 
that this year ‘the total number of units of new low-income housing and units 
in run-down areas that will undergo renovation will reach 10 million, and 1.5 
million dilapidated rural houses will be renovated.’  

The Party now plans for low-income housing to be made available to about 
20% of China’s urban households over the coming five years. This is an 
ambitious target, and we believe it is misguided to focus on specific numbers. 
Government officials have confirmed to us that the 10-million plan is less a 
formal target and more of a slogan to emphasise the leadership’s 
determination. We will probably never know exactly how many low-income 
units are built this year, but for several reasons we are convinced it will be a 
very large number. 

We believe it will be built 
There are good reasons to be sceptical of the Party’s new push for social 
housing. The plan has only been vaguely defined, and financing for the huge 
construction programme is not clear. Local officials have always hesitated to 
participate in a programme that does not offer direct economic benefits. And 
some developers will be reluctant to build low-margin projects. 

But we believe these obstacles will be overcome by the Party leadership’s 
determination to make progress on an issue it now believes to be 
politically important. 

Politics is key 
Looking back over the past decade, it is clear that - as in most countries - 
difficult policies that have only lukewarm support at the top did not get done. 
But when the Party leadership was determined that its political interests were 
aligned with good public policy and made an issue a priority, it usually did get 
done, even in the face of opposition from local officials. For example: 

 Recognising that the command economy was unsustainable, between 
1995 and 2001 the Party laid off 46 million state-sector workers, equal to 
sacking the combined workforce of France and Italy in six years. 
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  The Party privatised China’s housing market, with the world’s largest one-
time transfer of wealth. 

 School fees in the 500 poorest counties were eliminated. 

 In 2006, the Party eliminated all agricultural taxes, once a staple for local 
budgets. 

 Under the ‘harmonious society’ campaign, between 2005 and 2009 
spending on healthcare rose 285%, on education 163%, on social security 
106% and on the environment 1,355%. 

The problem with social housing in past years was a lack of political support from 
the top. That is no longer the case. In his annual address to the legislature in 
March, Wen clearly put local officials on notice that building too few low-income 
flats would be a firing offence. ‘Localities that put insufficient effort into stabilising 
house prices and promoting the construction of low-income housing and thereby 
affect social development and stability will be held accountable.’  

The Party has the money 
While the funding mechanism for social housing is far from clear, we are not 
concerned, because the Party has money to back up its political will.  

Local governments may not be very excited about building social housing, 
because it will take a bite out of their budgets and will result in slower growth 
in land-sale revenue (as they will be required to set aside some land for low-
income housing at a discount to the market value), but this is not likely to 
matter. As was the case when the Party ordered an end to agricultural taxes, 
most local officials will understand that non-compliance with Beijing’s social-
housing edicts would likely end a political career. 

We expect the Party to provide locals with funds necessary to make the social 
housing programme work. As we explain in the next section of this report, 
most central-government spending in China comes in the form of transfers to 
local governments. For example, 96% of central government spending on 
healthcare is transferred to locals.  

This is, in some ways, comparable to the way the US funded its social housing 
programme. Washington provided money for construction and maintenance, and 
then local governments had operational responsibility and collected the rent. 

We are also unconcerned by reports that the large, listed property developers 
are not excited about building low-margin social-housing projects. Developers 
listed in Hong Kong and Shanghai account for less than 25% of China’s 
residential construction, leaving hundreds, if not thousands of small builders 
who are likely to find the guaranteed margins and access to land attractive.  

We spoke recently with a project manager at one of these small construction 
companies in Nanchong, a city of about 2 million near Chengdu in Sichuan 
Province. He said last year he built 20,000m² (about 260 units) of social 
housing and he is hoping to raise that to 100,000m² this year. A guaranteed 
net margin of 10-15% is the main attraction, and he said that many small 
builders were bidding for these projects.  

In the first quarter of this year, the Party demonstrated that it is prepared to 
use all of its tools - including control over banks and local officials - to ensure 
a massive increase in construction of low-income housing. Bank lending to 
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 social-housing projects rose 40.1% from the start of the year. This is a new 
reporting category for the central bank, so we have no historical data, but it 
is clear that there was very little social-housing lending in the recent past. To 
put this into context, Rmb65.1bn in loans for social housing was equal to 39% 
of all new lending to developers in 1Q11. And, as with loans to local 
governments for infrastructure, loans for social housing will be backed by the 
full faith and credit of the Party, meaning the risk of default will be negligible. 

A recent CLSA study of 153 construction machinery dealers and end-users 
across the country found 60% reporting that social-housing construction had 
clearly picked up in their local areas in the first quarter. One self-employed 
owner of seven Komatsu machines in Dongguan, Guangdong, said he had 
received work offers from five social-housing projects that are set to start this 
month. Another self-employed contractor in Changchun, Jilin, told us he has 
enough social-housing work to stay busy until the end of the year, compared 
to just three months of work on such projects last year. 

Inside social housing 
To get a better understanding of the social-housing 
programme, we recently visited two families who live 
in newly-built low-income rental units in Nanchong, 
a city of about 2 million near Chengdu, in Sichuan. 
We arranged the visit privately, not through 
government officials. 

One of the apartments is 
occupied by Mr Liu and his 
25 year-old daughter, who 
was at her garment-sewing 
job when we visited. Liu 
was very proud of his 46m², 
two-bedroom flat, which 

they moved into in January, saying it was far better 
than anything he had previously lived in. 

Liu, 51, told us he was laid off 
from his job at a government-
owned shipbuilding company 
in 2001, after 20 years of 
service. The firm, which went 
into bankruptcy, gave him an 
Rmb11,000 severance 
payment, but no pension. 

While he was employed, he lived in a small flat provided 
by the company, but the building was torn down when the 
shipbuilder sank. 

Since being laid off, Liu has supported his family by doing 
casual labour, earning Rmb80 per day and generally 
working 100 days a year. This year, he also receives a 
low-income subsidy of Rmb320 per month from the 
government, up from Rmb260 last year and just over 
Rmb100 two years ago. Local officials also gave Mr Liu an 
extra Rmb300 during the lunar new year holiday. 

After leaving his work-unit 
apartment, Liu and his 
daughter rented a 50m² flat 
for Rmb1,800 a year. Two 
years ago, he applied for 
social housing, but none 
was available. Instead, the 

government gave him an annual rental subsidy of 
Rmb1,100. He received that subsidy for two years, 
before moving into his new low-rent flat. 

Liu now pays about Rmb500 a year for the new social 
housing unit, and his utility bills have been running 
about Rmb70 per month. He is helped by his daughter, 
who received vocational training after leaving middle 
school, and is now earning Rmb1,000 a month at a 
garment factory. His brother-in-law pitched in as well, 
giving them a refrigerator for the new flat. 

Liu told us he has government 
health insurance, for which he 
pays only Rmb20 per year. He 
thinks the policy would cover 
half of his hospital bills, but as 
he has not been sick he was 
not sure. 

While the entire neighbourhood around his apartment 
block is new, Liu said he was very happy with it, 
especially the nearby park. When we encouraged him 
to identify one aspect of his new home that he does not 
like, Liu could not think of one. 

On the way out, we asked about the impact of rising food 
prices. Liu said food prices were not a problem for him, 
but he is very concerned that he does not have a pension. 
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 Current state of the property market 
The latest data from the government and CLSA research signal that Beijing’s 
property-tightening measures have succeeded in cooling price growth and 
speculative buying, without seriously wounding the residential sector. Sales 
volume and showroom visits both recovered in March and April, according to 
our data. Residential investment continues to hold up well. This data gives 
hope the risk of significant additional government intervention in the sector is 
low, at least for the near term. We do not, however, expect any of the 
measures in place to be lifted. 

The official data 
The key result from the NBS’s March data for 70 cities was that residential 
prices rose by more than 1% MoM in none of those cities. In our view, that 
level of price growth, which is faster than income growth, is the Communist 
Party’s red line. Party officials must be pleased, as in January prices rose by 
more than 1% MoM in 36% of the 70 cities. 

But prices didn’t collapse in March. In 83% of cities, prices rose by 0-1% 
MoM, up from 60% of cities in January. Prices declined MoM in 17% of cities, 
up from 4% in January. 

Figure 31 
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Figure 32 

YoY price change for new residential units in 70 cities (NBS) 
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 CLSA data 
CLSA collects data independently on residential sales at 120 projects in 40 
tier-two and tier-three cities across the country (only 5% of national property 
sales by volume are in the four tier-one cities). In April, prices tracked by 
CLSA rose a healthy 0.3% MoM, down from 1.4% MoM a year earlier. April 
was the fourth consecutive month where price growth was under 1% MoM, 
and prices rose faster than that level in only two of the twelve months since 
last April’s government policy tightening. This level of growth is a major 
change from 2H09, when prices regularly rose by 2% MoM or more.  

Figure 33 

MoM change in new residential prices in tier-two and tier-three cities (CLSA)  
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On a YoY basis, we found prices rose 6% in April, down from 24% a year ago, 
and the slowest pace since September 2009. 

Figure 34 

YoY change in new residential prices in tier-two and tier-three cities (CLSA)  
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Sales volume rose 3% MoM in March, a strong showing given that volume fell 
MoM in three of the past four previous months, and then jumped 13% MoM in 
April, the highest level since September 2010. Our showroom visits index in 
March also hit its highest level since September 2010, and held at about the 
same level in April. 
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 Residential investment holding strong 
Despite the government’s tightening measures, residential real-estate 
investment rose 37.4% in 1Q, up from 34.9% in the first two months of the 
year, and compared with 32.9% last year.  

Residential investment has risen by 30% YoY or faster in 15 of the past 24 
months, and at a double-digit pace in 21 of the past 24 months. 

Figure 35 

Residential floor space sold  
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Residential floor space sold was up 14.3% in 1Q and 15.3% in March (faster 
than during the first two months of the year). Floor space sold has risen at a 
double-digit pace for each of the past seven months. 

While we believe that one of the biggest risks in the coming quarters is that 
the Party clamps down too hard on the property market, its administrative 
intervention has not, so far, been debilitating. Sales volume growth, while 
slower than in 2009, is very healthy. Prices are rising in line with income. And 
the Party must be pleased that among new homebuyers in tier-two and tier-
three cities, where 95% of homes are sold, on a volume basis, the share of 
buyers who are investors (as opposed to owner-occupiers) has fallen to 10% 
from 22% in 1Q10 (according to CLSA data).  

We remain convinced that the fundamental drivers of the residential market 
are strong, and with leverage very low - one-third of all buyers are paying all 
cash, and for those using a mortgage, the average cash downpayment is 44% 
- a bubble is not on the horizon. Additionally, rapid construction of low-income 
(social) housing should reduce the political pressure on the commercial 
housing market, without sapping demand for those units. 
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 The Party 
While the Chinese economy may be mostly in private hands, the world’s 
largest communist party still controls the major industrial firms and the 
financial sector. Understanding how the Party is likely to use this power is key 
to understanding China macro. 

Party control of the financial sector 
‘The economy may be largely in private hands, but the Party still controls the 
largest industrial firms and the financial sector. Most investment decisions are 
made by organisations under some degree of Party control. Interest rates and 
exchange rates are set by the Party.’ We penned those words in a 2005 report 
about the Communist Party, and they remain accurate today. 

The Central Organisation Department of the Party may be China’s most 
powerful financial group, as it has the authority to appoint and supervise 
senior officers at the central bank and the regulators, as well as at key 
commercial financial institutions. In his recent book, ‘The Party,’ Financial 
Times reporter Richard McGregor writes that ‘The best way to get a sense of 
the dimensions of the (organisation) department’s job is to conjure up an 
imaginary parallel body in Washington. A similar department in the US would 
oversee the appointment of the entire US Cabinet, state governors and their 
deputies, the mayors of major cities, the heads of all federal regulatory 
agencies, the chief executives of GE, Exxon-Mobile, Wal-Mart and about 50-
odd of the remaining largest US companies, the justices on the Supreme 
Court, the editors of the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal and the 
Washington Post, the bosses of the TV networks and cable stations, the 
Presidents of Yale and Harvard and other big universities, and the heads of 
think-tanks like the Brookings Institution and the Heritage Foundation.’ 

Even bank branch managers across China are subject to Party supervision. 
While the Party no longer micro-manages financial institutions on a day-to-
day basis, it continues to control the personnel process, including at banks 
where the majority of shareholders come from the private sector. As my 
colleague Fraser Howie and his co-author Carl Walter note in their new book, 
Red Capitalism, ‘It is the Party, not the market, that runs China and its 
capital-allocation process.’ 

And Party control extends well beyond the banks. In China’s stock markets, 
the Party controls the IPO process and the majority of the listed companies. 
The stock markets, according to Howie and Walter, ‘do not trade securities 
that convey an ownership interest in companies. What these securities do 
represent is unclear, other than that they have a speculative quality that 
permits gains and losses from trading and IPOs.’ 

The debt markets, ‘are captive both to a controlled interest-rate framework 
on the one hand, and, on the other, to investors that, in the end, are 
predominantly banks.’ ‘What makes China’s bond markets “primitive,”’ Howie 
and Walter write, ‘is their lack of the engine that drives all major international 
markets. That engine is risk and the market’s ability to measure and price 
different levels of it. Risk, in market terms, means price; like everything else, 
capital has a price attached to it. In China, however, the Party has made sure 
that it alone, and not a market-driven yield curve, provides the definitive 
measure of risk-free cost of capital and this measure is based ultimately on 
the funding cost for bank loans, the one-year deposit rate.’  
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 Party control does not, on its own, mean that China’s banks are incompetent 
or insolvent, but it means that the Party does not have to rely on open-
market operations to manage the economy. Interest rates and reserve 
requirements are somewhat symbolic tools when the Party can pick up the 
phone and assign a monthly loan quota to every bank. This control was 
evident back in early 2009, when it immediately succeeded in directing banks 
to dramatically raise lending to fund the infrastructure stimulus, and again 
later that year, when it directed the banks to begin withdrawing the stimulus. 

‘The behaviour of Chinese banks was instructive compared to their 
counterparts in the developed world,’ McGregor explains. ‘Many western 
banks were by that stage controlled directly by their respective national 
governments. In Washington and London, the US and UK administrations 
were imploring financial institutions to restart lending to revive their 
respective economies, but they possessed few concrete tools to force them to 
do so. In China, by contrast, the banks were both state-owned and state-
controlled. When the Party directed the banks to lift lending, the senior 
executives had a political duty to comply.’ 

Party policymaking is therefore the biggest near-term risk in China’s financial 
system. A systemic crash is extremely unlikely, as the Party is probably the 
world’s most liquid financial institution, but the high level of control leads - as 
it does in any bureaucracy - to high-frequency interference or intervention. 
And the more likely bureaucrats are to intervene, the higher the risk of 
mistakes, of policy decisions that deliver significant, short-term, unexpected 
negative consequences. A few years ago, for example, the Party decided that 
halting lending to developers would be a good way to slow the growth of new 
home prices. That worked as well as one might expect in a market where the 
fundamental demand for new homes remains strong: prices fell a bit, and 
then as demand exceeded supply, a year later prices rose 25% YoY. 

Even the relatively pessimistic Howie and Walter argue that ‘None of this 
means that China is in danger of default or even of a slowing in economic 
growth. If properly managed, there is no reason why China’s use of debt can’t 
continue for a long time.’  

In ‘Red Capitalism,’ they explain how China differs from Mexico of 1994, 
Argentina of 1999 and Greece and Spain today: 

‘Aside from trade finance, China does not borrow money overseas and, 
because of the non-convertibility of the renminbi, offshore investors are 
overwhelmingly excluded from the domestic capital markets. Nor are 
foreign banks competitive in the domestic loan and bond markets, given 
their need to make an adequate return on capital. As a result, foreign 
banks rarely contribute more than 2% to total financial assets in China; 
after the lending binge of 2009, they now stand at 1.7%. The only other 
major entry point into the system, QFII, is a CSRC product that is directed 
at the stock markets rather than bond markets. In any event, the current 
total quota allocated is, at US$17.1bn, a relatively small amount. Even if 
fully invested in bonds, this would still pale by comparison with 
outstanding bond obligations of US$1.87tn. There is simply no way that 
offshore speculators, investors, hedge funds or others can get at China’s 
domestic debt obligations and challenge the Party’s valuation of these 
obligations. In short, the closed nature of China’s financial markets 
suggests a deliberate strategy based on a particular understanding of past 
international debt crises. China’s financial system is an empire set apart 
from the world.’ 
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 Local government debt and the party 
Some analysts argue that the problem is not central-government debt, but 
rather local-government debt. In our view, however, there is not much 
difference between local- and central-government debt in China, as both are 
implicitly backed by the Party. 

There is a serious structural problem with the way in which China’s local 
governments are funded. At first glance, China appears to have one of the 
most fiscally-decentralised systems in the world: almost 80% of all 
government expenditure takes place at the local level, compared with an 
average of 14% for developing countries and 32% for OECD members. 

But that statistic masks the fact that most local spending is actually funded 
by the central government (the Party). Substantial central support is 
necessary because while locals account for 79% of total government 
spending, they only take in 49% of total government revenue. 

In some countries, local officials might try to raise taxes to fill the gap, but in 
China they are banned from collecting taxes not mandated by Beijing. In 
many countries local governments would borrow from banks, but in China 
they are prohibited from borrowing directly from banks. And, in many 
countries, local officials would fund infrastructure construction with municipal 
bonds, but in China this is not permitted. 

Residential property tax is a key revenue source for local governments in 
many countries, but not in China, where two cities have just begun a pilot 
programme for an annual property tax. Chinese cities collect four other 
property-related taxes (urban land-use tax, land value-added tax, real-estate 
tax, and farmland-occupation tax), but these account for only about 10% of 
local-government tax revenue, among the lowest share in the world. In 
Indonesia, for example, property taxes contribute 67% of local tax revenue, 
while the shares are over 30% in the UK and more than 60% in the USA. 

Rather than rely on taxes, bonds or borrowing, Chinese local governments 
stay fiscally solvent (and keep their schools and hospitals open) due to a 
massive flow of money from the Party. 

More than half of central government spending in China comes in the form of 
transfers to local governments. Last year, 67% of central-government 
expenditure was in the form of tax rebates and transfer payments to local 
governments, and that was equal to 44% of total local-government spending. 
For example, 72% of total central-government spending on education was in 
the form of transfers to locals, while 96% of spending on healthcare and 
environmental protection was in the form of transfers to locals. 

These transfers to local governments are equal to about 70% of central-
government budgetary revenue, compared with a ratio of about 10% in 
France, Germany and Thailand, 21% in the USA and 24% in the UK. 

And while local-government expenditure, particularly for accelerated 
construction of public infrastructure, escalated as a result of the 2009 
stimulus, the Ministry of Finance made it clear that the Party stood behind the 
new budgetary pressures. ‘The majority of expenditure for continuing to 
implement a proactive fiscal policy and boosting domestic demand will be 
borne by the central government by way of special transfer payments to local 
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 governments,’ MOF reported. One element of this support was ‘a total of 
Rmb66bn (US$9.7bn at the time), an increase of Rmb11.6bn, has been 
appropriated to establish a mechanism to ensure adequate basic funding for 
county-level governments and enhance their capacity to provide basic public 
services,’ the MOF explained. 

Our understanding is that the Party has always stood behind the debt of its 
local governments. Last year, for example, the finance ministry said that in 
2009 it ‘helped 14 selected provincial-level administrative areas repay 
Rmb49.3bn (US$7.2bn) of debts incurred in providing nine-year 
compulsory education in rural areas.’ Overall, in 2009 local-government 
expenditure exceeded revenue by Rmb200bn (US$29bn), but that did not 
lead to any defaults. ‘With the approval of the State Council, the Ministry 
of Finance offset this shortfall by issuing local government bonds on behalf 
of local governments.’  

A few months ago, Premier Wen effectively said that the central government 
would continue to bail out fiscally troubled local governments, and once again 
the MOF annual budget report provided the details. The MOF reported that, as 
in past years, local government ‘expenditure will exceed revenue by 
Rmb200bn, and to compensate for this, the State Council has agreed for the 
Ministry of Finance to issue Rmb200bn of local government bonds on behalf 
of local governments, and these will be incorporated into provincial-level 
government budgets.’  

Local fiscal problems will continue to result in a hit on the Party’s balance 
sheet, not an increase in bank NPLs. And based on our forecasts for Chinese 
economic growth over the coming years, we believe the Party’s balance sheet 
can absorb the likely hit. Since developed world banks were rocked by the 
latest financial crisis, we have been calling the Chinese Communist Party the 
world’s most liquid financial institution. Total government revenue rose 21% 
last year (following a 12% rise in 2009) and 33% in 1Q11, and the fiscal 
deficit was only 1.6% of GDP in 2010 (down from 2.8% in 2009).  

Turning to land fees  
Local governments have found at least two ways to circumvent - with Party 
approval - the formal rules that constrain their revenue-raising abilities. 

First, they have established special-purpose vehicles that enable them to 
borrow indirectly to finance public infrastructure construction. While some 
analysts worry that these loans represent a significant risk, we are far less 
concerned, because, as explained earlier, the Party has the fiscal and political 
ability to continue bailing out locals who run into problems. And we note that 
these loans, by Party-controlled banks, are clearly made with the Party’s 
approval, are usually for revenue-generating projects (such as water, sewage 
and toll roads), and are usually collateralised by local-government land 
holdings.  

Data from eight of China’s larger banks showed that 56% of loans to local 
government special-purpose vehicles were fully backed by cashflow from the 
project, while only 11% had no cashflow coverage, as of November 2010. 
These banks reported that local government loans accounted for 7-10% of 
their total outstanding loans. 
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 We have been able to identify very few problem loans to local governments. A 
regulator has told us he is not aware of any defaults, while a few large banks 
claim a 1% NPL ratio for loans to local governments. And the routine annual 
practice of bond issuance and transfer to locals signals that the Party is not 
prepared to allow local governments to default on bank loans for public 
infrastructure projects. 

The second method locals have used to raise additional revenue is the sale 
(long-term leasing, in reality) of land, and fees from the conversion of land 
from rural to urban use. Last year, money raised from land sales and 
conversions accounted for 40% of total local-government revenue (including 
central-government transfers), up from 23% in 2009.  

These two extra-budgetary financing methods are intertwined, because most 
of the revenue from land is spent on infrastructure construction, and land is 
the primary collateral for loans made to local government special-purpose 
vehicles. In recent years, about 80-90% of this revenue was used to finance 
local-government spending on infrastructure, either directly or indirectly as 
collateral for loans to special-purpose vehicles. 

There is thus a risk that a sharp fall in land values or land transactions 
would create fiscal problems for local governments and their bankers. But 
we judge this risk to be small in the near term. First, because, as we 
explained in the first section of this report, fundamental demand for housing 
will remain strong, leading to continued strong demand for land. Second, 
because while there will be, at some point, a cooling in the growth rate of 
land prices, this process is likely to be gradual and matched by slower 
growth in spending on infrastructure. 

Last year, in value terms, land sales rose 40%, after average annual growth 
of 16% over the previous four years. This trend, like just about every other in 
China, is unsustainable at the current pace. But, if we assume that GDP 
growth remains at a 7% or faster annual pace for the next five years, the 
odds of an abrupt fall in land sales or prices seems remote to us. And as 
growth in land sales and prices cool off, the demand for new infrastructure 
construction will also cool. Already, the growth rate of FAI spending in coastal 
China has begun to moderate, and in about five years, we expect FAI 
spending to slow in central and western regions, which started later and are 
now investing at a pace faster than the national average of 25% YoY. (Local 
government salaries and services are paid from local tax and central 
transfers, not from land revenue.) 

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the Party technocrats in Beijing 
have a great deal of control over what infrastructure projects are built in any 
region, and the Party can also shut down bank lending to local governments 
that it deems to be evading directives. The Party can also sack local officials. 

Moreover, as noted earlier, the Party is almost certain to provide its fiscal 
support for any infrastructure-related bank loans than run into difficulty. This 
is effectively a closed-loop: Party-controlled banks lending money to Party-
controlled local government special-purpose vehicles, to finance construction 
of Party-approved public infrastructure projects. Short of a collapse in Party 
revenue collection, the risks are materially different from those faced by 
municipal bond holders in the USA. 
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 The party and food prices 
In less than two decades, the Party has made a dramatic change in its 
approach towards the price of food. Prior to 1985, it set almost all food 
prices, rationing of non-staple foods in urban areas continued until the late 
1980s and rationing of grain and edible oils was only eliminated in 1993. 
Today, the market sets almost all prices. The Party still retains far more power 
to intervene in food prices that almost any other government, but it has, in 
recent years, used those powers on a limited basis. 

The last time food prices rose sharply, the Party intervened with 
administrative controls, but not until very late in the cycle, after CPI/food hit 
18% in January 2008 (CPI/food was 11.7% in March 2011). And the 
measures were not particularly intrusive. The government required 12 large 
food-processing firms to request advance permission to raise prices, and 
instructed wholesale and retail food sellers to report price hikes within 24 
hours afterwards if the hikes were over a certain level. There was no formal 
freeze or cap on food prices, and an official said, ‘The government has never 
asked and will not ask companies to operate at a loss,’ and that the new 
policy will ‘not change the fact that enterprises can decide their prices 
independently.’ The government’s planning agency, the NDRC, said it was 
trying to control price gouging and ‘stabilise people’s psychological 
expectations,’ and that the measures were allowed under China’s price law. 

In 2008, it was clear that the Party’s focus was on inflation expectations and 
speculators. The State Council said it found that ‘in some areas, some 
enterprises collude to raise prices, horde goods to drive up prices; some 
enterprises have spread rumours of price increases in a deliberate attempt to 
distort market orders and push up prices.’ 

The government, however, apparently did little to enforce its new rules on price 
hikes. A week after the new policy was announced, we spoke with seven of the 
12 companies named by the NDRC, and none said they had received any pricing 
guidance from the government. Five major food-retailing chains also said that at 
that point they had not received any pricing guidance from the government. 

Looking back, it appears that only the producers of edible oils were forced to 
delay passing on higher input costs to retail prices, and those firms were 
compensated with access, at below-market prices, to government soybean 
reserves. By April 2008, the price restrictions on edible oil were apparently 
lifted. 

In January 2008, the government pledged to freeze prices for ‘the near 
future’ for one category of goods and services: those for which prices were 
already government-controlled, such as gasoline, electricity, water, public 
transport, fertiliser and medical services.  

CPI peaked in February 2008, and there is no doubt that the administrative 
measures contributed to that.  

This time, the Party appears to be taking a similar approach. Although many 
media reports claimed that price caps were announced in November 2010, 
those reports were inaccurate. In an effort to talk down inflation expectations, 
Beijing said it reserved the right, under the price law, to freeze prices, but no 
new controls were announced.  
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 As was the case last time (when food price inflation was much higher), we 
do not expect the Party to freeze food prices, as they are well aware this 
would be counterproductive. China’s leaders, having come of age when 
Beijing still set almost all prices, are personally acquainted with the folly of 
that practice.  

Although not freezing prices, the Party has taken many other 
administrative measures designed to reduce inflation expectations, curb 
speculation and increase the supply of vegetables. Some of the recent 
policy steps include: 

 The government sold wheat, rice, corn, sugar, soybeans, and edible oils 
from its official reserves, at a discount to market prices;  

 Trucks carrying fresh food were exempted from highway tolls;  

 Producers of edible oils were again asked to delay passing on higher raw-
material costs to retail prices. And once again the firms are being 
compensated with access, at below-market prices, to government soy 
bean reserves; 

 The Party has asked several domestic and foreign firms, producing 
consumer goods ranging from instant noodles to detergent, to delay 
publicly-announced price hikes; 

 Some wholesale food markets have been opened to retail buyers; 

 Agricultural traders and producers have been warned that they will be 
‘severely punished’ if they ‘spread fictitious price information, hoard 
products that are in short supply or manipulate futures markets’; and 

 The commodities exchanges in Shanghai, Dalian and Zhengzhou all 
announced new rules designed to curb speculation, including increasing 
margins and trading fees. 

While these Party measures have had a very limited direct impact on 
overall consumer prices, they have had, as in 2008, a more significant 
impact on consumers’ expectations for inflation. Both CLSA studies and 
the central bank’s survey found that inflation expectations peaked late 
last year, shortly after the Party announced many of the measures we’ve 
just described.  

The party and FAI 
FAI will once again be China’s economic engine, and will continue to drive 
global demand growth for commodities. And the Party will continue to have a 
key role in shaping FAI. 

Nominal FAI growth was roughly 25% annually for six consecutive years, until 
the government’s infrastructure-intensive stimulus ramped up the pace to 
30% in 2009. Last year, nominal FAI growth returned to almost 25%, and it 
was 25% in 1Q11. This is very bullish for China’s commodities-demand 
growth and supportive of our GDP forecast.  

We have a number of reasons for expecting nominal FAI growth to once again 
reach about 25% YoY in 2011, and many of those include the Party’s plans. 
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Figure 36 

Composition of FAI growth  
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In each of the past six years, public infrastructure has accounted for at least 
one-third of total urban FAI spending, and that will again be the case in 2011. 
This large share of FAI is controlled by the Party, which has decided it is 
willing to pay for the construction of projects it deems necessary to lay the 
foundation for future GDP and employment growth, and for reducing regional 
income inequality. Many of these projects are underway or shovel-ready.  

One example of the continuing need for infrastructure is that 160 million 
Chinese still lack access to safe drinking water. Also, spending on social 
housing will accelerate significantly this year and next. 

A fast-growing economy requires more electricity, and our power analysts 
expect gross generating capacity addition of 99GW this year, down slightly 
from 107GW in 2010 (for reference, 99GW is equal to Italy’s entire installed 
capacity). We expect 5-10% growth in power transmission investment, 
compared with a 5% YoY decline last year. 

Figure 37 

Composition of China’s fixed-asset investment 
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 The highway and rail network continues to be built out, with an emphasis on 
central and western China, where work began later than in the east. Our 
transport analysts expect total rail expansion (high-speed and other) to rise 
from 5,000km in 2010 to 7,500km this year, and then to peak next year at 
10,000km. There will also be an increase in spending on electrification and 
double-tracking and the number of new stations built will rise to 220 from 
200 last year.  

The Party has announced ambitious spending plans for cleaner energy, a priority 
to reduce dependency on imported oil and coal, and to improve the environment. 

Planned investment in projects under construction rose by about 27% YoY in 
each of the past eight months, slowing less than loan growth and signalling 
that there are adequate projects already underway to support 25% FAI growth. 

Sales of wheel-loaders in 1Q11 were up 45% YoY (up 55% in 1Q10) and 
excavator sales were up 58% (up 98% in 1Q10), signalling high levels of 
construction activity throughout the year. 

This is the first year of the Party’s 12th five-year plan, which will encourage 
bureaucrats to step up the pace of investment this year, especially for 
‘industrial upgrading.’ 

In each of the past six years, investment by manufacturing firms has 
accounted for about 30% of total FAI, and that will again be the case in 2011. 
While the majority of this investment (which is funded primarily by retained 
earnings, rather than bank loans) comes from private firms, about 40% of 
manufacturing capex is by Party-controlled companies.  

In recent years, the Party has avoided micro-managing state company 
investment, and private-sector capex has grown faster than that of state 
firms. But in 2009, when private FAI spending slumped, the Party did 
intervene to direct state firms to pick up the slack, ensuring that 
manufacturing still accounted for 30% of total FAI. That intervention was 
temporary, and for the past 14 months, private investment has once again 
risen at a faster pace than state-owned enterprise investment. 
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